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Q:Do you support mandatory
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vaccination for covid-19, if and when a vaccine becomes available? *

A:https;//RevokeRealId.com See my bill to FORBID Mandatory Covid19 RFID Vaccine Chip. Sign the petition. We need 100,000 votes on it to
present for post office committee # assignment and to seek sponsors in Congress
Q: Currently,

the Oklahoma Department of Health can make changes to the list of required vaccines for school
children and daycares. These changes are in effect until and unless the Oklahoma legislature passes a joint
resolution of disapproval within the required time frame. If elected, would you support changing this so that the
legislature must approve or disapprove changes before they are put into effect? For a sample of this legislation,
please see HB 1112: https://legiscan.com/OK/text/HB1112/id/2066944 *
A:Yes. Legislators are steered to action by voters. The voters should have a say, not the OK Dept of Health alone.
Q:

Would you support adding requirements to vaccine exemptions, such as requiring parents to watch a video, or take
a class about the benefits of vaccines or requiring parents to get the exemption form notarized? For an example of
this type of legislation, please see SB 83: http://webserver1.lsb.state.ok.us/cf_pdf/2017-18%
20FLR/SFLR/SB83%20SFLR.PDF*
A:No, it needs more research. Pharmaceutical companies benefit. Not parents.I am concerned more data collected via notarization etc may be
used to punish them at some point for their exemption action A progressively escalating percentage of informed parents now believe excessive
vaccination increase in infancy may cause the epidemic of Autism and Asperger's diseases of brain tissue. I had friends who died or stroked out
24 hrs after flu vaccines.
Q:Currently,

many Oklahoma schools send out notices that children need vaccines prior to enrollment. Many of these
notices do not include information on vaccine exemptions, making it appear that parents are not allowed to opt-out.
Would you support a measure that requires schools to include the truth about vaccine exemptions, in a brief
sentence? For example: "Immunizations must be up to date in order to complete enrollment. The State Board of
Health prescribes the immunization requirements and the frequency of their administration. Exemptions to the law
may be granted in accordance with the state law and State Health Department requirements." For an example of this
type of legislation please see HB 4133: https://legiscan.com/OK/text/HB4133/2020 *
A:I believe parents should be given the right for exemption and educational information as to how to accomplish and meet the goals it would
demand.
Q:Currently,

some employers such as hospitals allow employees to opt-out of certain vaccines for religious reasons,
but because this is not written in state statute, many employees are not protected. Do you believe that religious
vaccine exemptions should be available in the workplace? For an example of this type of legislation please see SB
146: https://legiscan.com/OK/text/SB146/2020 *
A:YES, I do believe this should be available. However, in an epidemic like COVID-19, where an employee would indeed absolutely be constantly
exposed to a virus, such as in an ICU unit, then not only should the employee be required to complete an education session on the risk and the
benefit of avoiding the vaccine, but the patient in their care or their family or Power of Health person, should know the employee taking care of
them has opted out of the vaccine. I personally would not take the vaccine but I am not an health care employee. This needs more research.
Q:Do

you think that public health officials should work toward developing better data collection, models, and
establishing an acceptable death rate for a contagious illness that would warrant shutting down of non-essential
businesses, schools and public gatherings for an extended period? *
A:Yes I believe the definition of non-essential businesses must be re-defined. Mental Health studies should be required on the adverse effects of
closing churches and fitness gyms, colleges. In both places, people are given critical support to their lives. Churches supply spiritual and sourish
comfort, encouragement in times of stress. Depression is averted often via that. In some locations bars, mosques, abortion clinics, Wallmarts,
Lowes, Home Depot, Ect remained open with no social distancing structure or monitoring while churches of conservative American right-wing
voters were shut and fined if opened. Even drive up services were prevented in some areas while the facilities I mentioned remained full. At gyms
people gain health, re set soulishly. They generally work out alone. Essential needs to be re-defined.
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Q:Do

you think the public should have to prove immunity to certain diseases/illnesses to be able to travel, conduct
business, go to schools or universities, and other public gatherings? *
A:No. Not American citizens operating within the USA. However, those arriving here from other countries should prove that, as is already a
standard with their visa/passport requirements in some locations.
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I also changed that I agree to label the jars. foods, ect. with all ingredients
ACCEPTED:

I attach the corrected version of the PDF soon
-SE Manuel Landon
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